Giant pandas are famous for their love of bamboo, but it seems that they also have a preference for old forests, suggesting that maintaining such habitats is important for conserving this iconic endangered species.
Fuwen Wei at the Chinese Academy of Science in Beijing and his colleagues analysed data collected between 1999 and 2003 on 4,908 plots of land in Sichuan province for signs of pandas (Ailuropoda melanoleuca, pictured). They found that the presence of old-growing forests was just as good an indicator that pandas live in the area as the presence of bamboo.
The authors suggest that maps and models of suitable habitats for pandas should be revised to prioritize old forests. They also call on the Chinese government to renew its ban on logging. Robo protein guide for cell transplants A protein used by blood stem cells to adhere to bone marrow could offer a way to improve the success of blood stem-cell transplants.
Certain illnesses, such as some blood cancers, have long been treated with blood -or haematopoietic -stem-cell transplants, but the procedure is risky. To learn more about how to manipulate these cells, Camilla Forsberg at the University of California, Santa Cruz, and her colleagues studied the Robo4 protein.
They found that, in mice, haematopoietic stem cells lacking Robo4 were fewer in number, and less able to anchor themselves in the bone marrow after transplantation. The authors also revealed that Robo4 works with another protein, Cxcr4, to localize transplanted stem cells to the bone marrow.
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Materials sCienCe
Gas keeps drag low
The flow of water on solid surfaces is significantly impeded by frictional forces -which is bad news for, say, marine vehicles. A gas layer can be introduced at the solid-liquid interface as a lubricant, but even slight hydraulic pressure can destroy this layer. Choongyeop Lee and Chang-Jin Kim at the University of California, Los Angeles, have devised a way to keep the gas layer intact and cut drag even in underwater conditions.
The duo began with a highly hydrophobic surface studded with 50-micrometrehigh pillars and gold-coated nanostructures (pictured), and submerged this in water. The gold coating allowed an electrolytic reaction to occur, generating gas at its surface when water made contact. Bubbles formed only in areas where there had been no gas before, and because of the surface's architecture, the bubbles spread uniformly across the surface.
